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Abstract: In March 2020, an all-solid-state dual-wavelength narrow-band lidar system was deployed.
A total of 226 nights spanning from March 2020 to July 2022 were employed in order to investigate the
seasonal variations of calcium atoms and ions in the mesosphere over Beijing (40.41◦N, 116.01◦E). The
Ca+ layer shows general annual variation, while a semiannual variation is observed on the Ca layer.
The calcium atomic column densities ranged from 2.0 × 106 to 1.1 × 108 cm−2, and the calcium ion
column densities ranged from 1.6 × 106 to 4.2 × 108 cm−2. The mean centroid heights of Ca+ and Ca
are 98.6 km and 93.0 km, respectively, and the centroid heights of Ca+ and Ca are mostly influenced
by annual variations. The seasonal variation in the Ca+ and Ca layers in Beijing exhibits similarities to
that of Kühlungsborn (54◦N). While the peak density of Ca+ in Beijing are similar to those observed
in Kühlungsborn, the peak density of the Ca layer in Beijing is about half of that reported in the Ca
layer at 54◦N. We provide an explanation for the disparities in the column abundance and centroid
altitude of the Ca layer between Yanqing and Kühlungsborn, discussing variations in neutralization
among different metal ions.

Keywords: lidar; OPO; OPA; seasonal variation; Ca layer; Ca+ layer

1. Introduction

Metallic atoms and ions are found in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT)
at altitudes ranging from approximately 75 to 110 km. Recently, an observation found that
the Na atom and Ca ion extended up to 200 and 300 km, respectively [1,2]. These metal
particles are released into the atmosphere by processes such as ablation and sputtering,
which occur when cosmic dust interacts with the Earth’s atmosphere [3]. Since the year
1929, when Slipher initially observed the presence of sodium fluorescence lines in the
twilight airglow [4], various ground-based instruments such as airglow and lidar have been
employed for several decades to study the behavior of metal atoms, including sodium, iron,
potassium, nickel, and calcium. The sodium atom was the first to be detected and is cur-
rently the most extensively studied atom due to its comparatively high density, significant
backscattering cross-section, and the convenient acquisition of sodium atomic resonance
absorption lines that match to lasers technology. Ca+ is the only metallic ion species that can
be detected by ground-based equipment since other ions that need short UV wavelengths
to excite are out of reach from the ground because of atmosphere absorption [5].
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The initial lidar measurements of the Ca and Ca+ layers were conducted at Observatoire
de Haute Provence, located at coordinates 44◦N and 6◦E, during the months of Decem-
ber 1982 and July 1983, respectively. The column density of calcium (Ca) atoms is around
1.5 × 107 cm−2, while the column density of calcium ions (Ca+) exceeds 6 × 107 cm−2 [6]. The
following lidar observations at multitudes showed the column density of Ca to be between
2 × 106 cm−2 and 10.7 × 107 cm−2 and the column density of Ca+ to be between 5 × 106 cm−2

and 8.65 × 108 cm−2 at Observatoire de Haute Provence (44◦N, 6◦E), Urbana (40◦N, 88◦W),
and island Rügen (55◦N, 13◦E), respectively [5–8], but these observations were primarily
made in the summer, the autumn, and December. All of these papers focused only on case
studies. Gerding et al. [9] reported the current analysis of the annual variation in Ca and Ca+

layers for the period from December 1996 to December 1998. The study includes 112 nights of
Ca soundings and 58 nights of Ca+ sounding. Plane et al. built a large database of neutral and
ion–molecule reaction kinetics of Ca species, measured over the past decade, and incorporated
it into the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM). The model successfully
simulates the height and width of the Ca layer, as well as the minimum in springtime and the
broad maximum during the second half of the year [10].

Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the spatial distribution of metal atoms exhibits con-
siderable variation in density across different latitudes and locations, which is distinct from
the temporal variations observed in other metal compositions, as previously discussed. For
example, the densities of sodium (Na) reach their peak levels during the winter season and their
minimum levels during the summer season. The density increases as one moves towards higher
latitudes. The column density measurements at three locations, namely, Hainan, China (19.99◦N,
110.34◦E), Wuhan, China (30.5◦N, 114.4◦E), and Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station (90◦S),
were reported as 1.51 × 109 cm−2, 2.5 × 109 cm−2, and 4.3 × 109 cm−2, respectively [11–13].
In the region of middle and high latitudes, the density of Fe exhibits a peak during the winter
season and a decline during the summer season. Conversely, in low latitudes, the densities
of Fe reach their maximum during the spring season and experience a decrease during the
fall season. The density exhibits similarity across low and high latitudes but demonstrates a
decrease at mid-latitudes. The average column density of iron (Fe) at the Amundsen-Scott South
Pole Station (located at 90◦S) and the Arecibo Observatory (located at 18.35◦N, 66.75◦W) was
measured to be 9.7 × 109 cm−2 and 9.73 × 109 cm−2, respectively. However, in Wuhan, China
(located at coordinates 30.5◦N, 114.4◦E), the average column density of iron (Fe) was measured
to be 7.5 × 109 cm−2, as reported in previous studies [12–14]. The K layer has similar densities
at low and high latitudes. It has higher densities and large regional differences at mid-latitudes.
The K layer densities show the maximum in winter and summer and the minimum in spring
and autumn. The mean column density of K was 4.4 × 107 cm−2, 4.61 × 107 cm−2, and
8.41 × 107 cm−2 at the Kühlungsborn (54◦N, 12◦E), Arecibo, Puerto Rico (18.35◦N, 66.75◦W),
and Beijing, China (40.41◦N, 116.01◦E) [15–17].

In comparison to the earlier dye lasers employed globally, the all-solid-state laser
utilized in this study was developed in March 2020. For a long time, the technique has been
employed to concurrently detect calcium atoms and calcium ions. Only seasonal variations
in Ca and Ca+ have previously been recorded for 54◦N in the western hemisphere. In this
study, we describe the seasonal variation in Ca and Ca+ layers measured simultaneously
from March 2020 to July 2022 at Yanqing station near Beijing (40.41◦N, 116.01◦E) to provide
insight into the latitudinal and regional differences in the seasonal variations in Ca and
Ca+. Seasonal variations in Na, K, and Ni are also compared at the same station. Finally,
this paper concludes with a brief discussion of the reasons for the seasonal variations in
the Ca and Ca+ layers. The simultaneous, common-volume lidar observations of seasonal
variations in Ca and Ca+ will further facilitate in-depth investigations into the chemical
and dynamical processes between metal atoms and ions in the upper atmosphere.
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2. Technique
2.1. The OPO Ca-Ca+ Lidar

The all-solid-state dual-wavelength narrow-band lidar system is equipped to observe
the Ca layer and the Ca+ layer simultaneously. Compared with other metal atoms, the
small density and weak signal were the main difficulties in the detection of Ca+/Ca. Also,
the energy and stability of dye lidar used in the past are relatively low. The dye lasers
were replaced with two all-solid-state lasers from March 2020. The laser is based on optical
parametric oscillation (OPO) and optical parametric amplification (OPA) technologies,
which are primarily used to amplify signal light to produce a specific wavelength of
laser [18,19].

The OPO lidar system comprises three main components: a transmitter system, a
receiver system, and a data acquisition system. The laser transmitter system comprises
several components, including a neodymium: yttrium/aluminum/garnet (Nd:YAG) laser,
an optical parametric oscillator (OPO), an optical parametric amplifier (OPA), a frequency-
doubling crystal, an optical lens, and a beam splitter. The pulsed Nd:YAG laser is utilized
as the energy source to stimulate the operation of two optical parametric oscillators/optical
parametric amplifiers (OPO/OPA). These devices are responsible for the production of laser
beams at wavelengths of 786 nm and 846 nm. The OPO is utilized to generate laser pulses
by oscillating the 786 nm and 846 nm lasers. Subsequently, a single-stage OPA is employed
to amplify the laser’s photon count. Furthermore, the seed laser produces a 532 nm laser
beam by utilizing the second harmonic generation (SHG) module. This laser beam serves
as a pump light source, supplying the necessary energy for the oscillation and amplification
processes of the 786 nm and 846 nm lasers. The SHG module facilitates the generation of
the 393 nm and 423 nm lasers from the 786 nm and 846 nm lasers, respectively [20].

The lasers with wavelengths of 393 nm and 423 nm were directed through beam-
expanding mirrors in order to decrease the laser beam divergence angle and optimize its
collimation. Subsequently, they were reflected by a total reflection mirror and subsequently
directed into the Earth’s atmosphere in a vertical orientation. The Cassegrain telescope,
with a diameter of 1.23 m, is employed for the purpose of detecting resonance fluorescence
photons emitted by the Ca and Ca+ layers in the atmosphere. These optical signals are
then relayed via optical fibers and subsequently transformed into electrical signals by
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs).

The data acquisition system employs two data acquisition cards (MCS-PCI) to capture
signals from the 423 nm channel and the 393 nm channel, correspondingly. The pulse
counting method is employed to quantify the quantity of photons, with the signals being
acquired and stored by an industrial computer. Table 1 presents the parameters of the Ca
and Ca+ lidar system.

Table 1. The Parameters of the Calcium Atoms and Calcium Ions Lidar.

Parameter Ca Ca+

Laser wavelength (nm) 422.6728 393.3663
Laser linewidth (MHz) 169.3 154.6

Repetition rate (Hz) 15 15
Pulse energy (mJ) 31 30

Beam divergence (mrad) 0.5 0.5
Telescope aperture (m) 1.23 1.23

Focal length (m) 2.4 2.4
Fiber diameter (mm) 1.5 1.5

Optical filter FWHM (nm) 1 1
Time resolution (s) 66.7 66.7

Spatial resolution (m) 96 96
Count rate (MHz) 150 150

The lidar system utilizing optical parametric oscillator/optical parametric amplifier
(OPO/OPA) technology exhibits notable attributes such as a high energy output (31 mJ and
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30 mJ for Ca and Ca+ ions, respectively), a narrow bandwidth (169.3 MHz and 154.6 MHz
for Ca and Ca+ ions, respectively), robust system stability, and the ability to generate a
uniform and adjustable laser spot. The OPO lidar utilizes an all-solid-state technology, with
the laser component providing control over the output spot. In contrast, dye lasers neces-
sitate regular human interaction during the observation process and exhibit suboptimal
uniformity in the output spot, which manifests as a crescent-shaped light spot [20]. The
OPO lidar system exhibits notable stability and reliability, enabling sustained and consis-
tent operation over extended durations. The OPO lidar also detected several noteworthy
occurrences. For instance, on 15 July 2020, the Ca layer had a three-layer structure, whereas
the Ca+ layer displayed a two-layer structure. The presence of the Ca+ layer was detected
at an altitude below 90 km on 21 October 2020. From March 2020 to December 2021, there
was a consistent monitoring of the Ca+ layer within the E-F region. These special structures
have not been observed before [2,20].

2.2. Data and Methods

In this paper, we use the simultaneous calcium atom and calcium ion lidar observation
data from March 2020 to July 2022. Following the elimination of the noise caused by cloudy
days, laser wavelength shifts, etc., the valid calcium atom data have 226 nights (1711 h
in total), and the calcium ion data have 224 nights (1720 h in total). The recorded data on
the same date in different years indicate that there were 82 nights with Ca and 78 nights
with Ca+. The process involves merging data from the same date but in separate years by
multi-day averaging. This results in a total of 184 instances where observations of calcium
atoms and calcium ions occur simultaneously. The raw data used for this analysis have
a vertical resolution of 96 m and a time resolution of 33 s. Figures 1 and 2 present the
statistical data pertaining to the observed hours and nights for Ca and Ca+ lidar.
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The Ca or Ca+ densities are calculated using the standard lidar equation:

nM(z) = nA(zR)

{
NM(z)− NB

NR(zR)− NB

z2

z2
R
− nA(z)

nA(zR)

}
σR

σM
, M = Ca or Ca+ (1)

where M denotes Ca or Ca+, nM(z) is M number density at altitude z; nA(zR) is the
atmosphere molecular number density at the reference altitude (zR) taken from NRLMSISE-
00; nA(z) is the atmosphere molecular number density at altitude z; NM(z) is the photon
counts received at z; NR(zR) is the photon counts received at zR; σR is the Rayleigh
backscattering cross-section; σM is the effective resonance fluorescence backscattering
cross-section.

To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, we used Ca and Ca+ data in this paper with a
vertical resolution of 960 m and a time resolution of 330 s. To obtain the annual variation,
the data were averaged for each night at the same altitude and fitted using least squares
with the following equation [9,16,17,21]:

y = E + A1· cos
(

2π
365

·d − P1
)
+A2· cos

(
2π

365/2
·d − P2

)
(2)

where y is the density value of Ca or Ca+, E is the mean profile, A1 is the amplitude of
the annual oscillation, P1 is the initial phase of the annual oscillation, A2 is the amplitude
of the semiannual oscillation, P2 is the initial phase of the semiannual oscillation, and d
denotes the day of the year at the data observation point.

At each height, a harmonic fit was applied to the data. The resulting fitted values were
then compared to the observed values. The discrepancies between the fitted and observed
values were further filtered using a Hanning window with a width of 91 days. Finally, the
smoothed differences were added back to the fitted values [9,16,17,21]. The characteristic
parameters, namely, the peak density, column density, centroid height, and RMS width,
were computed based on the studies conducted by Gardner et al. [22] and Gong et al. [11].
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3. Results
3.1. Seasonal Variation in the Ca and Ca+ Layers

Figure 3a,b depict an example of nighttime variations in Ca and Ca+ layers on 10
December 2020. The calcium atoms and calcium ions are distributed between 82 and 110
km. In Figure 3a, there is the first sporadic Ca layer (sporadic Ca layer references [23,24]):
(1) At the same altitude, the peak density of sparse Ca layers is at least twice that of
the background Ca layer. (2) The full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of sparse Ca
layers is less than 5.0 km, is distributed between 92.1 and 96.0 km, and persists from the
initiation of observations until approximately 22:20 LT. The peak density, occurring around
21:00 LT, is approximately 153.1 cm−3, and the corresponding altitude is approximately
94.1 km. The second sporadic Ca layer initiates around 22:00 LT, exhibiting a descending
trend until approximately 4:20 LT, during which the altitude decreases from 102.7 km to
97.0 km. Subsequently, it undergoes a gradual ascent throughout the night, reaching an
altitude of 97.9 km. The peak density is approximately 64.9 cm−3, occurring at an altitude
of approximately 100.8 km. Figure 3b illustrates three Ca+ layers, with the nighttime
variations in Ca+ exhibiting more variability. The first sporadic Ca+ layer corresponds to
the Ca layer but has a longer duration, persisting from around 20:00 LT to approximately
02:20 LT. The altitude undergoes an initial descent from 102.7 to 94.1 km, followed by
a brief ascent to 96.0 km, and ultimately descends to 93.1 km. The peak, occurring at
approximately 20:21 LT, has a density of approximately 523.2 cm−3 at an altitude of around
94.1 km. The second sporadic Ca+ layer appears at 21:16 LT, with an initial altitude of
99.8 km. It undergoes a brief ascent to approximately 103.7 km, almost concurrently with
the ascent of the first Ca+ layer, continuing until 22:40 LT. Subsequently, the Ca+ layer
exhibits a descending trend, reaching a final altitude of approximately 97.9 km. The peak of
the second Ca+ layer occurs around 01:30 LT, with a density of approximately 231.7 cm−3

at an altitude of around 97.9 km. The third sporadic Ca+ layer emerges around 3:15 LT,
displaying a descending trend and ultimately decreasing from 106.6 to 105.6 km.
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Figure 4a,b show the seasonal variation in the density of Ca and Ca+ layers, respectively.
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Figure 4. Contour of the annual variation in (a) Ca and (b) Ca+ density over Beijing.

A semiannual variation in Ca densities can be observed, as depicted in Figure 4a. The
maxima occur during the winter and summer seasons, with the winter maximum being
larger than the summer maximum. The main layer is located within the altitude range of
80.6 to 103.7 km. In the month of November, the maximum density observed was 23.1 cm−3

at an altitude of 90.2 km. The other two peaks occur in winter (January/February) and
summer (July), with a density of 13.6 cm−3 (peak at 89.3 km) and 13.4 cm−3 (peak at
86.4 km), respectively. The minimum density occurs in March. During the summer months
of May to August, an upward extension of the main Ca layer takes place, resulting in
the formation of a three-layer structure. The main layer lies between 82.6 and 100.8 km,
with two sporadic layers: one between 85.0 and 90.0 km and the other between 90.0 and
100.0 km. The peak altitude within this layer is 93.1 km, with a corresponding density
peak of 12.0 cm−3. The thermosphere–ionosphere sporadic calcium layer (TISCa) is located
above the main layer. The TISCa layer spans vertically from 100.0 to 116.0 km, with its
highest density reaching approximately 6.1 cm−3 at an altitude of 103.7 km. The ratio of
the summer peak density of the TISCa layer to the main layer is approximately 2.

It is worth mentioning that at an altitude of approximately 105 km, the frequency of
Cas events is seen to be approximately 27% during the months of January to April, around
20% from October to December, and significantly higher at approximately 68% from May to
September. During the summer season, there is a recurring phenomenon of occasional Ca
layers at high altitudes that persist for numerous consecutive nights. In spring and winter,
there are rare occurrences of high-altitude Ca layers that happen intermittently and have
a shorter duration. This also suggests that it is easier to observe TISCa layers occurring
above 100 km in summer.

Figure 4b displays the annual variation in the Ca+ layer. The maximum density of the
Ca+ layer is observed during June. At an altitude of 103.7 km, the density reaches a value of
88.8 cm−3. During the summer season, the layer consisting of Ca+ has the greatest density
throughout the altitude range of 100 to 115 km. Sporadic calcium ion (Ca+s) layers exhibit
a higher prevalence compared to Cas layers. Specific statistics for sporadic Ca and sporadic
Ca+ layers will be carried out in the next step. The Ca+ layer has a secondary maximum in
the autumn (September) at an altitude of about 98.0 km, with a density of 52.0 cm−3, which
corresponds to the sporadic Ca layer.
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3.2. Seasonal Variations in Ca and Ca+ Layer Parameters

For further investigation into the seasonal variations in the Ca and Ca+ layers, the
layer abundances, peak density, centroid altitudes, and RMS widths were extracted from
the density depicted in Figure 4. These extracted values were then fitted to a harmonic
model described by Equation (2). Figure 5 presents the results for the Ca layer, while
Figure 6 displays the corresponding outcomes for the Ca+ layer.
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The annual variation in the column density of the Ca layer, influenced by both annual
and semi-annual variations, is depicted in Figure 5a. The annual average column density of
the Ca layer is 1.5 × 107 cm−2, with a peak column density of 1.1 × 108 cm−2. There exist
two peak values observed in summer (June/July) and early winter (November/December)
and two minimum values occurring in spring (March) and autumn (September).

The data presented in Figure 5b illustrate the annual variation in the peak density of the
Ca layer. It is evident that the semi-annual harmonics play a significant role in determining
the peak density of the Ca layer. Furthermore, the amplitude of the semiannual harmonics
is approximately 1.3 times greater than that of the annual harmonics. The Ca layer exhibits
an average peak density of around 17.8 cm−3. Notably, this peak density demonstrates
two distinct maxima, with values of approximately 23.1 cm−3 and 25.8 cm−3 occurring
in July and December, respectively, and two minimum values are found in March and
September. The centroid height of the Ca layer varies between 91.1 km and 95.3 km, with
an average centroid height of about 93.0 km and a maximum in June/July. During the
summer, the centroid height attains its highest value due to the impact of the sporadic layer.
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Figure 4d shows the variation in the RMS width of the Ca layer, exhibiting a resemblance
to the seasonal variation in the centroid height. On average, the RMS width of the Ca layer
measures approximately 6.1 km.
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Figure 6a displays the column density of the Ca+ layer, exhibiting a prominent annual
variation with an average value of 4.2 × 107 cm−2 every year. This value ranged from
1.6 × 106 cm−2 to 4.2 × 108 cm−2. The maximum is reached in the summer months
(June/July) and the minimum occurs in March. In comparison to the column density of
the Ca layer, both exhibit their peak values throughout the summer season. However, it is
noteworthy that an additional peak column density of the Ca layer is observed during the
winter season. The annual variation in the Ca+ layer peak density, as depicted in Figure 6b,
matches the annual variation observed in the Ca+ layer column density, with a minimum
in spring and maxima in summer. The average peak density is 62.9 cm−3.

Figure 6c illustrates the range of centroid heights observed in the Ca+ layer from
95.8 km to 103.0 km, with an average centroid height of 98.6 km. The annual variation
in the centroid height of the Ca+ layer is similar to that of the Ca layer. On average, the
centroid height of the Ca+ layer has an elevation approximately 5.6 km greater than that of
the Ca layer.

The semiannual variation in the RMS width of the Ca+ layer is depicted in Figure 6d,
exhibiting an annual average of around 5.1 km. There are two maximum values of the Ca+
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layer RMS width occurring in March/April and September/October and a minimum value
in July. It is the opposite of the Ca layer RMS width variation.

4. Discussion
4.1. Comparison with Observations at Kühlungsborn (54◦N)

The seasonal variation in the Ca layer over Beijing (40.41◦N, 116.01◦E) is similar
to that observed at Kühlungsborn (54◦N, 12◦E) [9]. This similarity is characterized by
three peaks occurring in both winter and summer, while lower densities are observed
throughout spring and fall. In summer, the Ca density exhibited its highest levels at both
stations, but there are two maxima in Beijing in July. There exists a notable discrepancy
between the two winter maxima in Beijing, which transpire in the months of November
and February, and those in Kühlungsborn, which transpire in October and January, with
the former occurring one month later than the latter. The peak density of the calcium
layer above Beijing is approximately half of that observed at Kühlungsborn. The average
column density of the calcium layer in Beijing is approximately 71% of that observed in
Kühlungsborn. Differences in density may be related to latitude. Recently, we also reported
preliminary observations of calcium atoms at Mohe Station (53◦N, 122◦E) from the 12th of
January to the 14th of January, while Kühlungsborn and our team’s Mohe Station are at
similar latitudes. The maximum Ca density is reported as 53.64 cm−3 at the Mohe station
in January. The Ca peak densities in Kühlungsborn and Mohe during January exhibit
similarities [25].

The densities of the Na layers increase with an increasing latitude [11]. However,
the relationship between the latitude and the density of the Ca layer requires additional
investigation, particularly with the inclusion of more extensive and prolonged observational
data. Furthermore, it was observed that the Beijing Ca layer exhibited TISCa levels ranging
from 100 to 115 km from May to August. Referring to Figure 2 in Gerding et al. [9], this
particular characteristic was not observed in the seasonal variations in the Kühlungsborn
Ca layer. The seasonal variation in the Ca+ layer in Beijing exhibits similarities to that
observed in Kühlungsborn. The density of each of these two exhibits higher values during
the months of July (about 102 km) and September (approximately 90 km).

After the meteor is injected into the upper atmosphere, it is affected by chemical and
kinetic processes, forming metal atoms and ion layers. The seasonal behavior of the Ca
layer at mid-latitudes was simulated and examined by Plane et al. [10]. Their findings
revealed a correlation between the seasonal behavior of the Ca density and the meteor input
function (Ca MIF). Specifically, the Ca MIF demonstrated a minimum value during the
spring season and a maximum value during the autumn season [10]. Referring to Figure 8
in Gerding et al. [9], it is observed that the meteor injection rate is highest in November [9].

Nevertheless, the seasonal variation in the calcium atomic layer during the summer,
when it reaches its peak, exhibits significant divergence from that of other metallic ele-
ments. There are two primary potential explanations for this phenomenon. One aspect to
consider is the differential ablation of meteoritic dust. When meteors penetrate the Earth’s
atmosphere, distinct components are liberated from the meteors at varying altitudes. This
is because their ablation efficiencies are also different. The Na and K exhibit a higher
volatility and greater ease of vaporization, while Ca demonstrates a comparatively higher
resistance to ablation. So, Ca is less likely to be released from the meteors and remain in
the meteor [26,27]. This residual meteoroid creates a photo-sputtering phenomenon that
releases calcium atoms from the residual meteoroid. It is worth noting that during the
summer, when there are longer daylight hours, the photo-sputtering process becomes more
prominent, resulting in an increased production of calcium atoms [9].

Another factor is associated with the neutral chemistry of calcium atoms. The CaO
reacts with O2 and H2O to produce CaO3 and Ca(OH)2. The rate of these reactions
increases as the temperature decreases. During the summer, the MLT region experiences
lower temperatures, as depicted in Figure S1 of the Supplementary Materials. So, these
two reactions exhibit increased rates throughout the summer. Also, the H2O concentration
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doubles between 80 and 90 km in summer [28]. So, Ca(OH)2 is produced more easily in the
summer, and then Ca(OH)2 reacts rapidly with H before Ca is produced via Equation (6),
so an extremely large maximum occurs in the summer [9,10].

CaO + O2(+M) → CaO3 (3)

CaO + H2O(+M) → Ca(OH)2 (4)

Ca(OH)2 + H → CaOH + H2O (5)

CaOH + H → Ca + H2O (6)

The occurrence of Ca+s is observed at a near-daily frequency. Consequently, there
is a notable disparity between the seasonal variations observed in Ca+ layers and those
observed in Ca layers. The Ca+ layer exhibits its highest density from May to July, reaching
its maximum altitude at around 105 km, which corresponds to the appearance of TISCa
from May to July. It corresponds to the frequent occurrence of Es in summer [29].

We observed that the centroid altitude in our study is higher than the earlier observa-
tions from Kühlungsborn (1996–1998). This difference can be attributed to two main factors.
First, during the months of May to August, there is a frequent occurrence of sporadic Ca
layers in the altitude range of 95–115 km at Yanqing, contributing to an elevation in the
average centroid altitude. Second, except for the period of May to August, the centroid
altitude of calcium atoms at Yanqing is slightly higher (less than 1 km) than that observed
in Kühlungsborn. It is noteworthy that She et al., 2023, reported a declining trend in the
centroid altitude of sodium atoms from 1990 to 2017, correlating with solar flux [30]. To
further explore this, we calculated the monthly average sunspot number, obtaining a mean
of 56.69/month for December 1996 to December 1998 and 34.13/month for March 2020 to
July 2022. The higher observed centroid altitude in our study may be related to the weaker
solar activity during the selected time period.

4.2. Comparison with the Observation of Na, Ni, and K at the Same Station

Furthermore, alongside the concurrent observations of Ca and Ca+, the observation of
Na, Ni, and K has also been observed at Yanqing station. The seasonal variations in this
were reported in 2017 and 2022, respectively [17,31]. We compared the seasonal variations
of the four atoms and found that the Ca layer displays semiannual variations, with a
maximum density in summer and winter and a minimum density in spring and autumn.
In comparison, the Na layer in Beijing displays significant annual variations, wherein the
highest peak density is observed in January (~4000 cm−3) at an altitude of around 91 km.
This peak density is found to be 173 times greater than the peak density of the Ca layer, as
shown by the Na layer density reference [31] and illustrated in Figure 4a. The density of the
Ni layer exhibits comparable variations to that of the Na layer, characterized by a decrease
during the summer and an increase during the winter. The Ni peak density is around
400 cm−3, which is 17 times more than the peak density of the Ca layer. This information
can be found in the reference [31] and is illustrated in Figure 3a. The K layer in Beijing
exhibits a distinct semiannual variation, characterized by peak values during the winter
and summer and trough values during the spring and autumn. Specifically, the highest
density is observed in winter (January), reaching approximately 110 cm−3, which is five
times greater than the maximum density observed in the Ca layer (reference [17], Figure 7).

The average column densities of the Na, Ni, and K layers were 2. 5 × 109 cm−2,
3.1 × 108 cm−2, and 8.41 × 107 cm−2. They are about 167, 21 and 6 times that of Ca.
The maximum column densities of the Na, Ni, and K layers were about 5.8 × 109 cm−2,
5.7 × 108 cm−2, and 2.51 × 108 cm−2, and they are about 52.7, 5.2, and 2.3 times that of
Ca. It may be related to the abundance of elements in meteorite particles and the ablation
efficiency of meteors. For example, the ablation efficiency of Ca is an order of magnitude
lower than that of Na [32]. The Ca has a higher abundance in meteorite particles (CI)
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than K [33], but the K is more volatile than metallic Ca and is more easily ablated into the
atmosphere [27].

In Figure 4a, a thermosphere–ionosphere sporadic calcium layer (TISCa) occurs be-
tween 100 and 115 km from May to August, which is also observed in the TISNi layer
(~110 km) in summer. However, from the seasonal variations in Na and K layers in Beijing,
the TISNa and TISK were unnoticeable. In addition, we observed a maximum of Na, K,
and Ca layers in the summer, but the Ni layer only had a maximum in winter [17,31].

There exist two primary methods for the generation of metal atoms in general. There
are two distinct processes involved in the reaction of ionic compounds: dissociative recom-
bination and the direct neutralization of metal ions through electron transfer. Wu et al. [34]
reported on the TISNi and TISNa layers seen in Beijing, spanning from 105 km to 120 km.
Their findings indicate that TISNi and TISNa have similar formation mechanisms.

They mainly originate from the direct neutralization of Ni+ and Na+ with electrons [34].
To explore the formation of TISCa at 100 km to 115 km, this paper uses the ion–molecule
reactions in Plane et al. [3] and Plane et al. [10] to deduce the first-order neutralization rates
of Ca+ [35–37] (see the Supplementary Materials), and the first-order neutralization rates of
Na+, Ni+, and K+ are derived from Jiao et al. [35] and Wu et al. [34]. Finally, the first-order
neutralization rate curves for the dissociative recombination and direct recombination of
metal Na+, Ni+, K+, and Ca+ at f0Es = 10 MHz are plotted in Figure 7. Above 105 km, Na+,
Ni+, and Ca+ are mainly dominated by direct recombination. The direct recombination
rate of Ni+ is an order of magnitude larger than that of Na+ and Ca+. Although the direct
recombination rates of Na+ and Ca+ are similar, the dissociative recombination rate of Ca+

is 2–10 times greater than that of Na+. Another important reason is that the density of
the main Ca layer is one to two orders of magnitude lower than that of the Na layer. So,
the density ratio of TISCa to the main layer is higher, and it is more obvious in seasonal
variations above 100 km. The dissociative recombination rate of K+ is the slowest of the
four metals, and therefore, TISK is not obvious in the seasonal variation.
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5. Conclusions

This study presents the collection of data on calcium atoms and calcium ions for a
period exceeding two years. The data were obtained through the utilization of an all-solid-
state, dual-wavelength, narrow-band lidar system. This is the first time seasonal analyses
are presented in the mid-latitude of Asia (Beijing (40.41◦N, 116.01◦E)).

The layers of Ca and Ca+ observed at a latitude of 40.41◦N exhibit the following annual
mean characteristics: The Ca column density ranges from 2.0 × 106 to 1.1 × 108 atoms cm−2,
with an average centroid height of 93.0 km. Regarding Ca+, the column density varies from
1.6 × 106 to 4.2 × 108 atoms cm−2, with an average centroid height of 98.6 km. The column
density of the Ca+ layer shows a general annual variation with a minimum in March and
a maximum almost from in June/July, while the Ca column density is a combination of
annual and semiannual oscillations with maximum around late November/December.

The seasonal variations in the Ca layer are mainly in the range of 80.6~103.7 km,
which is comparable to the distribution range of seasonal variations observed in the Na,
K, and Ni layers in Beijing. The seasonal variation in the Ca+ layer is mainly reflected in
100~115 km, and the Ca+ layer corresponds to the Ca layer in 95~116 km.

However, it should be noted that the Ca layer and Ca+ layer do not exhibit a direct
correspondence with each other within the altitude range of 80~95 km. In our further
research, we intend to provide additional analyses on the underlying Ca layer and the
background Ca+ layer while excluding the sporadic Ca layer and sporadic Ca+ layer.

The seasonal variations in the Ca and Ca+ layers in Beijing (40.41◦N) are similar to
those reported in Kühlungsborn (54◦N), and the peak densities of Ca+ layers are similar
too. The significant difference is that the peak density of Ca layers in Beijing is half that of
Ca layers in Kühlungsborn. This discrepancy in density could potentially be attributed to
the geographical latitude of the respective locations.

Compared with the seasonal variations in Na, Ni, and K at the same station, their
average column abundances are approximately 167, 21, and 6 times more than those of
calcium atoms, respectively, and from May to July, the Ca layer has an apparent three-
layer structure. These phenomena could perhaps be attributed to the selective removal of
various components during the process of meteoric injection, as well as notable variations
in ion–molecule reactions.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/rs16030596/s1, Figure S1: Annual variation in the 80~100 km mean
temperature over Beijing with time (temperature data from WACCM); Table S1: Ca Ion–Molecule
Reactions and Rate Coefficients. This supplementary material also contains a first-order neutralization
rate derivation for Ca+.
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